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Abstract. More than 50% of all software development resources are consumed by testing of software. Today the majority of software has a graphical user interface. The most popular way to test software functions is to test them through a user interface. Automation allows testing costs to be reduced and more extensive testing of software to be performed, thus resulting in more bugs being found and increasing the quality of software. Automation includes automatic generation of test case, tests execution and verification of result. Most popular testing methods automate only certain phases of testing. A method for automated testing of software, which covers all phases of testing, provides means for modelling end user actions, feeds test data into test model and also verifies test results, is presented in this paper.
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1. Introduction

Today the majority of software has a graphical interface. Users can access software functions through graphical user interface. Of course, the most popular way to test software is to test it through its user interface [1]. This is usually referenced as GUI (Graphical User Interface) testing. During GUI testing software is verified through its interface. Usually testing begins at the end of the development process. A tester enters some input data into software windows and checks if the produced result is correct.

In practice, testing process is often associated with time and budget constraints, vaguely documented requirements, misunderstandings of testing objectives, and inaccurate evaluation of a testing scope. The user interface tests are usually documented as steps in semi-formal text documents. Latter text documents are read by testers whom manually execute the documented test cases. The testing result is then manually evaluated by a tester. This manual process is very labour intensive and takes more than 50% of the required development effort and resources. Time and budget constraints force developers to ship incompletely tested software [2].

In order to reduce testing costs, tests are automated [3-7]. Automation allows testing cost to be reduced and more extensive software testing to be performed, thus resulting in more bugs found and increased quality of the software [8]. The automation involves automatic preparation of test case, test execution and result verification.

Majority of testing methods automate only certain phases of software testing. For example, designing test cases using conditioned slicing of activity diagram [9] just generates test case and is not suitable for full testing automation.

Other GUI testing methods are based on GUI graphical representation preparation methodology [10]. Often they only provide instructions how to prepare tests manually, but do not provide means to generate test cases. Therefore test cases can only be executed and results evaluated manually. For example, a method which allows generating test cases from UML activity diagrams [11] cannot be used to automatically execute them. Other testing methods describe how to manually execute tests that were created automatically [12]. Some methods use program method calls, which are not the same as end user activity with GUI. Also those methods do not provide means for applying test data to the generated paths.

Some methods are model-based [13]. Usually they use UML state or activity diagrams as an input. Test cases generated from UML activity diagram can be used to test the system at code level [14]. Test scenarios are derived by parsing activity diagrams. Elements of activity diagram are provided with object method calls. This allows generating tests as a sequence of action – object method calls. Tests do not define how to apply test data. As a test oracle it uses an expected activity in a sequence. This method only covers the generation of tests. Therefore the test oracle problem is not solved as the test data has to be fed to the test manually. The possible test execution as
sequence of SUT objects method calls is similar to unit testing.

Sometimes code-based models are used [14]. However all of these models show the way a program should work, but are not suitable for modelling user’s activity. These methods can generate paths from a program model. But they do not provide means for executing these paths automatically or model how steps from these paths are related to GUI events.

Some methods use results of the first execution of tests for subsequent testing. The drawback of this approach is that expected results are not known during modelling of tests and results obtained after the first execution may not reliable [1, 12, 14]. Another automatic test case generation for UML activity diagrams method treats activity diagram as design specification and is oriented at comparing it with trace results of real program execution [15]. This still does not solve the testing oracle problem. The activity diagram method presents a program model, but not the test model. The current state of method allows generating tests, but does not execute tests.

Constraints within model can be used as test oracles [16].

Some authors propose easier way for creating automated user interface tests than using record playback tools [1, 17] or automatically generating user interface tests [18].

Similar research is presented in [19]. D. Barisas and E. Bareiša have proposed an automated method for software testing based on state transitions. The aim of this method is to gather specifications from the code and automatically construct a model by combining collaboration diagrams and state charts. This model allows generating test paths. Test data for current iteration is passed to generated test paths manually. This method is a software behaviour oriented method and the end user's point of view of testable system is not considered. Also application of this model is labour intensive and it does not solve the test oracle problem [19].

The test generation method based on software models and imprecise constraints was proposed by Š. Packevičius [20]. This method allows automated creation of test cases for software units with built-in oracle. The imprecise constraints within model are used for generation of the test data and act as a test oracle. This method is suitable for testing units of software. It can be described as testing software from within. While testing through GUI can be described as testing software from outside [20].

Shortcomings of manual methods of testing and incompleteness of existing GUI testing methods leads to a lack of GUI testing method which would cover all phases of automated testing and enable automated and regression testing. Such method should be based on generating tests from tests models. This approach would shift testing process to a higher level of abstraction, which should close knowledge gaps between development team members, as they have different levels of understanding of functional requirements and system’s behaviour. It also should provide means for modelling end user’s actions by binding test steps with events on GUI components. It is important that the method would specify how test data and built-in test oracle could be automatically verified based on test model.

A method for automated software interface testing based on tests model and experiments is presented in this paper.

2. A method for automated testing of software interface

A method for automated software interface testing is proposed in this section. The method is presented by: UML-based test model description, rules and principles for its construction, generation of executable test scripts including graph traverse algorithms, creation of test oracles, the algorithm to minimize the generated test script set based on code coverage, and the GUI testing framework.

2.1. The test model

Manual testing process is very labour intensive. The graphical representation of test cases is proposed to overcome this issue and to allow testers to concentrate on testing aims by eliminating the need for creating tedious test cases and manually executing them.

A square area calculation program is used to demonstrate how test model is applied to the testing process. The square area is calculated by multiplication of width and height. After the input parameters “Width” and “Height” are set and button “Calculate” is pressed the result is shown in the read-only field “Square area”. On one hand, required functionality for this system seems obvious, but on the other hand there is no detailed specification of requirements.

One of the possible ways to tests an area calculation program is to input width and height and compare the calculated result against the expected result. Based on this approach a test case can be proposed. This test case will be referred to as ‘TestCase_1’. The steps for it are: “Enter width: 5”, “Enter height: 4”, “Press calculate”.

An example of TestCase_1 in a textual form is given in Table 1.

The understanding of System Under Test (SUT) behaviour assumes many more test cases are created out of a single test idea. The test cases may vary in step’s sequences and data passed. For example, other test cases for square area calculation program might have different scenarios, such as entering value for ‘Height’ first or pressing ‘Calculate’ button without entering any data at all. Use of loops is also possible.
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It is obvious that the creation, maintenance and execution of test cases even for such trivial programs is tedious and requires a lot of testing resources.

Table 1. Textual form of the test case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Expected result</th>
<th>Actual result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Enter width: 5</td>
<td>Width is displayed</td>
<td>Ok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Enter height: 4</td>
<td>Height is displayed</td>
<td>Ok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Press calculate</td>
<td>Square area is calculated: 20</td>
<td>Ok</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To replace the textual form of the test case with graphical one the UML 2.0 activity diagram was used. The example of TestCase_1 in a graphical form is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A graphical form of the test case

Alternatively, more than one test case can be reflected with one diagram. This can be done by placing additional control flow, merge node and decision node components into TestCase_1 diagram. A sample of multiple test cases reflected within one diagram is presented in Figure 2. The visualization of multiple test cases within a single diagram turns it into a tests model. In the case when SUT consists of many functions the test cases for every function should be depicted graphically as tests models. All these test models are used to create the system testing diagram – the SUT’s test model, where action components are calls to test models of separate functions.

Visual test cases are easier to create. Adding just one one transaction arrow into existing test case diagram results in one or more additional testing scenarios. Thus decreasing manual effort required for creating tests. Furthermore, the visualised approach simplifies maintenance of tests and makes them less change-sensitive. For example, if the functionality of a square area calculation program is being modified to volume calculation then in order to apply changes it is sufficient to place additional step “Enter depth” into a diagram.

The action components in the diagram correspond to the steps of the test case. The control flow components define the sequence of test’s steps. The data pin components are used to input data and receive results. Testing data can be generated automatically or manually. Elements of testing data are subsequently passed to the testing step. The quantity of test cases that can be generated within one test model is:

\[ TC = \text{paths} \cdot D; \]

where:
\( TC \) – the quantity of generated test cases,
\( \text{paths} \) – the number of paths within a test model,
\( D = \prod_{i=1}^{n} \text{length}(p_i) \) – the number of testing data collections,
\( P = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\} \) – the data set of pin parameters,
\( p_i = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_{k_i}, \ldots, v_{n_i}, v_{k_i}\}\) – the set of values of a data pin parameter \( p_i \),
\( \text{length}(p_i) \) – the cardinality of the set \( p_i \).

When generating test cases, it is very important how the test data is selected. A certain test data might not activate a selected path. In order to prevent void test cases from being generated the ‘dirty’ data must be filtered. An algorithm for filtering of test data is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. An algorithm for the selection of test data

1. An algorithm for the selections of test data is described as: A validation of the data pin is performed to check if it is whether it is related to
the selected path. If the data pin parameter is never used in the path it is skipped.

2. The selected path is analysed and conditions are selected. Those conditions put constraints on the test data.
3. The values of data pin parameter are filtered by applying constraints to each of them. The result is filtered test data, which executes test paths.
4. Filtered data and selected paths are used to generate test cases.

The usage of test model makes it possible to automatically generate test cases. The test cases expressed via executable testing scripts can be executed automatically. The test model is treated as a directed graph. The test cases or sequences of test steps could be generated by traversing it. The mapping between test steps and GUI components of SUT is required to generate executable testing scripts. Also the description of each test step should provide explicit information on which action should be executed on a mapped GUI component.

Within the test model, the ‘Documentation’ property of an element of an activity diagram is used to store the mapping information and description of actions.

The keywords which describe executable action within each the ‘Documentation’ property of each test step are: process, control path, methods, properties, values, action types: (1) action, (2) assignment and (3) assertion, variables, operators, IfVariable.

2.2. Constructing a graph

While creating a test model of SUT a tester can choose different layouts and designs. The calls to nested tests models of the functionality of the system could be used. Such calls make test models more visually explicit, more intelligent, and easier to maintain.

In the test model, the testing of the same SUT functionality can be represented in multiple ways. To evaluate the complexity of the test model the cyclomatic complexity is used. It is important to keep the model unambiguous and easy to understand.

The cyclomatic complexity can be decreased by separating the functionality of the system into distinct test models and using calls to them from of the main test model of the system.

2.3. The graph traverse – generation of tests

The test model represented as the UML 2.0 activity diagram is treated as a directed graph. The vertices (nodes) of the graph correspond to test steps of the test model. The arcs indicate the testing flow from one vertex to another. The XML format is used to store the activity diagram in the file hereafter referred to as ‘XML file’. The XML file is parsed. During the parsing the vertices and edges are loaded into the adjacency matrix data structure. The adjacency matrix is used to represent the graph. This is a matrix with rows and columns labelled by graph vertices. It shows which graph vertices are adjacent.

Once the tests model is into the adjacency matrix, traversing algorithms can be applied and test paths generated. A path in a graph is a sequence of vertices such that from each of its vertices there is an edge to the next vertex in the sequence [21].

The goal of graph traverse is to generate test paths. In case of test model a path is a sequence of test steps. Test paths can also be referred to as ‘test cases’ or ‘test scenarios’. The size of generated set of test cases depends on testing goals and project constraints.

The test cases set generated using all paths search, hereafter ‘all paths set’, represents all independent paths within the tests model of SUT. Thus execution of all generated test cases requires the largest amount of time. The all paths search is based on the breadth-first graph search algorithm that begins at the root node and explores all the neighbouring nodes. Then for each of those adjacent nodes, it explores their unexplored neighbour nodes, and so on, until it finds the goal. List of all paths is created during the search.

The set of test cases generated using main paths search, hereafter ‘main paths set’, consists only of the minimal amount of test cases which cover only the main aspects of the software’s functionality. The main paths are determined by weights which correspond to the probability of software functions usage. The main paths search is a modification of all paths search algorithm with the only difference – it only selects nodes where connecting edges have higher weight or selects several nodes if the weight of edges connecting them is equal.

A set of test cases set generated using all nodes search, hereafter ‘all nodes set’ ensures that every defined tester’s action within the tests model will be reached at least once. This is a subset of all paths set with a smaller amount of test cases and requires less time for execution.

The all nodes search is based on sequential selection of the longest path from all paths set. The longest path should have (selection criteria) a smaller number of iterative nodes and a larger number of new nodes than already chosen paths.

2.4. Generating executable test scripts

Test model enables generation of the test case set. Tests model is directed graph which is parsed with multiple traverse algorithms: All Nodes Search, Main Paths Search, and All Paths Search. Generated test case sets are transformed into executable testing scripts. They can be expressed in different programming languages, i.e. JavaScript or Visual Basic. Example of generated test path for ATM “Enter Pin Code” functionality is given in Figure 4. The generated test path is a model of test cases. By supplementing this model with test data executable testing scripts can be generated.
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Figure 4. One of generated paths for the “Enter Pin Code” functionality

By supplementing test path with test data executable test cases expressed in scripting language, hereafter ‘test scripts’, being generated. Examples of generated executable test scripts are given below in Java script (Figure 5) and Visual basic (Figure 6) languages.

Function EnterPinCodeActivityTest1(pinCode, result){
    PinCode=pinCode;
    Sys.Process("ATM").ATM.EnterPin.enterPinTextBox.Text = PinCode;
    Sys.Process("ATM").ATM.EnterPin.enterPinOkButton.ClickButton();
    result[0]="OK"; }

Figure 5. The “Enter Pin Code” test script written in JavaScript

Sub EnterPinCodeActivityTest1(pinCode, ByRef result)
    PinCode=pinCode
    Sys.Process("ATM").ATM.EnterPin.enterPinTextBox.Text = PinCode
    Sys.Process("ATM").ATM.EnterPin.enterPinOkButton.ClickButton()
    result="OK"
End Sub

Figure 6. The “Enter Pin Code” test script written in Visual Basic

Prepared test scripts are automatically executed on SUT and provide code coverage feedback for subsequent tests minimisation step.

2.5. The test oracle

In the proposed method, the problem of test oracle is solved by placing assertions within test model. In other words test model has built-in test oracles. The ‘Opaque Action’ elements are used to make assumptions. In their description the type should be defined as “Assertion”. The deployment rules within diagram are the same as for any “Opaque Action” element. Then the tests model is converted into a graph. Assertions are treated as ordinary nodes while traversing graph and generating paths. The generated path may contain more than one assertion. This is useful when verification of multiple variables is required. Verifying multiple members adds complexity to the software test and increases the possibilities of finding more defects [1]. The assertions in the test model allow for correctness evaluation of GUI components as well as verifying their existence. Further, the verification of business level variables or file verifications can be implemented.

2.6. Minimisation of tests set

The execution duration of test scripts is critical. The reduction of tests set reduction is required to reduce duration of execution. In order to increase method’s effectiveness it is reasonable to minimise tests set.

The test model represents how a user interacts with system’s functions. The test model itself does not show how tests cover SUT. Code coverage is a measure used in software testing which describes the degree to which the source code of a program is tested. The code coverage allows to link the test model with SUT since it shows how tests cover the program.

The code coverage metric should be tracked to avoid situations where minimised tests set will be unable to access all required functionality. The generated test scripts should be minimised by eliminating scripts which have no influence on code coverage. Another aspect of minimisation is to not lose the test goal. This means that for each path at least one test script should remain. An algorithm for the minimisation of test scripts is depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The generated scripts set minimisation algorithm

The minimisation allows to significantly reduce test cases set while providing the same level of code coverage, thus reducing time required for execution.

2.7. The testing framework

A testing framework which implements a method of automated software interface testing is presented Figure 8.

The testing framework consists of the following parts:

1. A tests model – graphical representation of test ideas bound to the SUT’s GUI. By parsing the tests model, test-steps, test data and assertions are obtained. Test steps are passed to the test path generator. Test data are passed to test scripts generator. Assertions are passed to the Oracle.

2. The test paths generator – test steps received from the tests model are used to construct a directed graph. The graph is validated and traversal algorithms are applied to generate paths: all paths search, all nodes search, and main paths search. Generated paths are transmitted to the test scripts generator.
3. The test scripts generator – which receives test data from the tests model and generated paths from test path generator. It selects the test data which enables the execution of path and generates executable test script in chosen language such as Visual Basic or JavaScript. Generated test scripts are transferred to the test driver.

4. The test driver – which takes the SUT or its mutant and executes test scripts on it. At the same time it measures the execution code coverage of SUT. Execution results are transferred to the Oracle. The code coverage is transferred to the test minimisation.

5. The mutants’ generator – modifies the code of SUT and creates mutants. Mutants are transferred to the test driver.

6. The Oracle takes results produced by tests execution and evaluates their correctness against assertions from the tests model. The test report is prepared at the end of result evaluation; if the result satisfies provided assertion the PASS record is added to the test report, otherwise the FAIL record is added.

7. Tests minimization – provided code coverage allows eliminating scripts which have no influence on code coverage.

The proposed method uses a feedback driven tests execution technique. It executes until a bug is detected after which it terminates. If no bugs are detected, tests execution continues until the selected coverage criterion is reached. After execution of tests, the coverage change is measured, if there is no change detected, the testing ends.

3. Experiments

To evaluate the proposed method we will test these benchmark programs:

1. Square area calculator application – calculates square area by multiplying width and height.
2. Car parking application with Web-based cell-phone’s emulator – simulates sending and receiving SMS messages when paying for a car parking.
3. Currency converter – converts amount of money in one currency into an equivalent in another currency. The same application is used in specification-driven approach to test GUI-based programs [22].
4. Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) – is an application that provides customers with access to financial transactions in a public space without the need for a cashier. Using an ATM, customers can withdraw money from their bank accounts, check balances as well as prepay cell phone credit. ATM is popular benchmark used by many
5. mSeller – is open source mobile application for merchandising. It allows managing goods and their categories, clients and orders directly from a mobile device.

The spectrum of chosen benchmark programs consists of simple demo program, web-based cell-phone application, mobile application, and financial application. The evaluation of benchmark programs in lines of code (LOC) and number of GUI forms is presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Benchmark program</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>Number of GUI forms</th>
<th>Number of GUI objects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Square Area Calculator</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Car Parking</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Currency Converter</td>
<td>3189</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ATM</td>
<td>6944</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>mSeller</td>
<td>11221</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. The experiment to generate paths and test scripts

Test cases and executable testing scripts were generated from the tests models of the benchmark programs. Test cases were generated using several approaches: all paths search, all nodes search, and main paths search. The ‘All paths set’ generated by all paths search algorithm had the largest amount of test cases. All nodes search and main paths search traversal algorithms generated lower quantity of test cases. The average “All nodes set” size from “all paths set” was 33.5 % with standard deviation value equal to 18.7 %. The average “Main paths set” size from all paths set was 22 % with standard deviation value equal to 23.4 %. The “All nodes set” and “Main paths set” were subsets of “All paths set” and they had smaller number of test cases. The average subset size from “all paths set” was 28.5 % with standard deviation value equal to 21 %. The normal distribution of
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subset sizes is presented in Figure 9. The normal distribution of subsets’ sizes showed that in 83% of cases the size of subsets will make smaller than 49.5% of “All paths set” size. In other words, usage of all nodes and/or main paths search algorithms allows decreasing tests set size by almost 50%.

![Figure 9. Normal distribution of tests subset sizes](image)

The number of generated test scripts depends on the size of testing data used when selecting testing scenarios. To create the test script input values which enable execution of the path were selected. Therefore the size of test cases and test scripts were linearly depended. The correlation of test cases and test scripts sets’ sizes was 0.98 which meant that both sizes move together in same direction (Figure 10).

![Figure 10. Dependancy of paths and generated test scripts](image)

3.2. The influence of cycles on path generating

While traversing a graph it is important to manage the number of cycles or loops. A cycle is a non-empty path beginning and ending at the same vertex. A graph is acyclic when it has no cycles. In order to manage the generation of the paths and limit their quantity the parameter “cycles count” is used in graph traversal algorithms. The influence of cycles’ count is shown in Figure 11. The higher is the value of cycles the exponentially larger is the number of generated paths.

![Figure 11. The influence of cycles count on tests’ set size](image)

3.3. The run-time duration of tests generation

To evaluate the run-time duration required for generating tests the ATM tests model was used. Tests were generated with up to 5 cycles and all traversal algorithms.

Since the number of tests increased rapidly, duration of tests generation is represented via logarithmic trend lines (Figure 12).

![Figure 12. Logarithmic trend lines illustrating the growth of test sets’ size](image)

This graph shows, that:
1. Duration has no influence on the size of tests set generated by all nodes search algorithm; Further all nodes set size remains unchanged with the increase of number of cycles.
2. The all paths search algorithm generates larger amount of tests than main paths and/or all nodes search algorithms.

Generating over 7 millions of test requires around 5 minutes. Thus the time required for the tests generation is short enough not become a bottleneck of the tests creation process.

3.4. The experiment for code coverage measurement

The Generated tests: ’all paths set’, ’all nodes set’, and ’main paths set’ were executed on benchmark programs. During the execution the coverage of benchmark programs was measured. The average code coverage level achieved by execution of tests generated by different graph traversal algorithms is presented in Table 3.

![Figure 12. Logarithmic trend lines illustrating the growth of test sets’ size](image)

Table 3. The average code coverage achieved by traversal algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph traversal algorithm</th>
<th>Code Coverage, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All paths search</td>
<td>95.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All nodes search</td>
<td>94.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main_paths search</td>
<td>89.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The 'all paths set' provided the highest code coverage level. The 'all nodes set' provided slightly lower code coverage than “all path set”. The “main paths set” provided the lowest level of coverage.

None of generated test scripts sets was able to reach 100% code coverage. The analysis of the code coverage showed that the code coverage of certain automatically generated methods such as initialisation and destruction was not measured due to platform specifics. That is why method coverage was about 80%. However the symbol coverage approach covered all the code created by a programmer. The symbol coverage approach will be further applied. The average code coverage for all paths, all nodes, and main paths sets is presented below (Figure 13).

![Figure 13. The average symbol code coverage by traversal algorithms](image)

### 3.5. The run-time duration tests’ execution

During the execution of test scripts on benchmark programs the duration of execution was measured. Test scripts were generated with parameter “cycles count” set to 1 and with all traversal algorithms.

The duration of 'all nodes set' and 'main paths set' test scripts execution was about 10 minutes. Execution of 'all paths set' test scripts took around half an hour. The duration of execution is linearly linked to the the number of test scripts executed. The correlation was 0.95. The larger the size of test scripts set the longer it took to execute. In Figure 14 the logarithmic graph of duration of executions is given. For example 10 thousands of test scripts will take nearly 3 hours to execute.

"Main path” set requires about one minute of execution and on average ensures symbol code coverage of 89.97%. The duration of execution for test scripts will increase from 2 to 40 times when ‘all path’ set is used. This would allow for increasing symbol code coverage on average up to 94.98%. The significantly longer execution would allow increasing code coverage by up to 5%.

The average time taken to execute one test script is 0.879 second with standard deviation 0.378 second. This means that duration required for execution of one test script is about 1 second. In comparison with unit testing this is too long. The reason for this lies in the nature of user interface testing. The execution tool (a test driver) uses the operating system’s resources to access graphical components of SUT and to fire events or call event-handlers. The wait-timeout parameter defines how long the test driver can wait until the required GUI component becomes visible. The default wait timeout parameter value is 10000 milliseconds. It was experimentally determined that it cannot be lower than 500 ms due to GUI nature:

1. The GUI components cannot be used until they become visible. If wait-timeout value is lower than 500 ms then the test-timeout marks test script as failed.

2. Business logic functions that execute in the background influence the visibility of GUI component.

Such long time duration of execution of test scripts is a shortcoming of the testing process. If the execution time is too large, automated testing becomes less attractive and cannot compete with manual testing. To change the situation it is necessary to reduce the size of tests set by eliminating scripts which have no influence on the code coverage, therefore leaving only essential test scripts.

![Figure 14. The duration of test scripts execution](image)

### 3.6. The experiment to minimise the tests set

The generated testing scripts set can be reduced by eliminating test scripts which have no influence on the code coverage.

The tests set reduction is required to decrease execution time. The summarised results of testing sets reduction are presented in Table 4. Since the ”All path search” algorithm generates the largest testing scripts set – ”All paths set”, it has the biggest chance of reduction equal to 4.2 times. The ”All nodes set” and ”Main paths set” can be reduced by 3.6 and 2.1 times correspondingly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing scripts set</th>
<th>Reduction level on average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All paths set</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All nodes set</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main paths set</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the amount of test scripts and duration of their execution are linearly associated, the run-time of minimised test scripts set will decrease by the same factor as number of tests sets was reduced. After the
minimisation, the code coverage by the original test will remain the same in the minimised tests set.

3.7. The mutation testing experiment to the effectiveness of the tests

Creation of tests poses the question whether the tests are correct. To evaluate the effectiveness of the generated test set the mutation testing was used. The benchmark programs were put under the mutation testing. The summarised results of mutation testing grouped by approach of tests generation are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Mutation testing results of test generation approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph traversal algorithm</th>
<th>Revealed, %</th>
<th>Killed, %</th>
<th>Equivalent, %</th>
<th>Survived, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All paths, search</td>
<td>80,56</td>
<td>68,1</td>
<td>12,46</td>
<td>19,44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All nodes, search</td>
<td>80,25</td>
<td>67,79</td>
<td>12,46</td>
<td>19,76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main paths, search</td>
<td>76,56</td>
<td>64,1</td>
<td>12,46</td>
<td>23,45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depending on testing goals tester could choose the main path, all nodes, or all paths approaches:

1. The main path set revealed 76.56 % of mutants (killed 64.1 % + 12.46 % equivalent) with relatively low execution duration of about 1 minute;
2. The all nodes set revealed 80.25 % of mutants (killed 67.79 % + 12.46 % equivalent), therefore giving 3.69 % increase of mutants killed. Run-time took up to 10 minutes;
3. The all paths set revealed 80.56 % of mutants (killed 68.1 % + 12.46 % equivalent) and gave 0.4 % increase of mutants killed, but took a relatively long time to execute - around 40 minutes;

The example shows that proposed method allows for an appropriate testing strategy to be chosen, based on the balance of testing duration and test quality required.

3.8. Enabling regression testing with method

The initial tests model creation depends on the size of SUT. The average time required to create tests model for benchmark programs is about 2 hours. The test scripts generation and execution took 5 and 40 minutes accordingly (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Initial testing activity allocation

The average size tests model changes due to system modifications or model tuning require less than 15 minutes. While test scripts generation and execution run-time durations remains unchanged (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Regression testing activity allocation

The proposed method for automated software interface testing is not change-sensitive and allows to quickly and easily adopt to the modifications of the system due to the bug fixes or changed requirements.

3.9. Summary of experiments

The summarised results of executed experiments are presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Summarised results of executed experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Code coverage, %</th>
<th>Test scripts, %</th>
<th>Revealed, %</th>
<th>Run-time duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All paths</td>
<td>95.77</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80.56</td>
<td>&gt; 30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All nodes</td>
<td>94.98</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>80.25</td>
<td>&lt; 10 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main paths</td>
<td>89.97</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>76.56</td>
<td>&lt; 1 minute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The "main path" set revealed 76.56 % of mutants with relatively low execution duration of about 1 minute.

The "all nodes" set revealed 80.25 % of mutants. This was a3.69 % increase from the "main path" set. The run-time of all nodes took up to 10 minutes.

The "all paths" set revealed 80.56 % of mutants. This was only 0.4 % more than "all nodes" set revealed, but required significantly high execution duration of up to 40 minutes;

The use of all nodes and/or main paths approaches allowed decreasing tests set size by 50% and significantly reduced the run-time duration.

The proposed method allowed to automate all manual tests of system’s functionality performed through GUI and discovered around 80% of mutants.

The dependency of SUT lines of code (LOC) and the amount of test scripts required is presented in Figure 17. The correlation metric was 0.975 %. The number of tests quickly increased when LOC grew.

The experiments showed, that the relation of code coverage and killed mutants is weak (Figure 18). The correlation metric of code coverage and killed
mutants is 0.238. This supports the assumption that the achievement of 100 percents of code coverage by passing all tests does not guarantee bug free-code, since many bugs can hide from test suites [23].

LOC and Testing Scripts Set Size Correlation

The experiments showed, that nearly 20 % of test scripts revealed up to 60 % of mutants. And remaining 80 % of test scripts reveal up to 20 % of mutants. About 20% of mutants survived and in total 80 % of mutants are revealed.

4. Conclusions
1. The analysis of software testing approaches showed that there is a lack of model based testing methods, which automate all testing phases: generating tests, executing them, and evaluating the test result.
2. Using the developed method for automated testing of software interface reduced testing duration and allowed automating all manual tests of the system functionality through a graphical interface.
3. Using the developed method for automated testing of software interface allowed to automatically generate tests, execute them, and verify test results.
4. The minimization of all paths tests set by 50 % for selected benchmark programs reduced tests effectiveness by no more than 5 %.
5. The mutation testing with selected benchmark programs showed that effectiveness of generated tests reaches 80 %.
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